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Wind Farm Advocacy
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1. Macarthur Wind Farm
2. Mortons Lane Wind Farm
3. Salt Creek Wind Farm
4. Condrington Wind Farm
4.Terang
Yambuk Wind Farm
5. Dundonnell Wind Farm
6. Mortlake South Wind Farm
7. Woolsthorpe Wind Farm
8. Hawkesdale Wind Farm
9. Ryan Corner Wind Farm
10. Mount Fyans Wind Farm
11. Willatook Wind Farm
12. Hexham Wind Farm
13. Darlington Wind Farm
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Wind Farms in Moyne Shire
The cumulative impacts of wind farms and transmission infrastructure is a
current issue for Moyne Shire Council and its community. Social, economic, noise,
visual, traffic, housing and environmental impacts are consistently raised by the
community as areas of concern.

As at June 2021 Moyne Shire has five operating wind farms, two projects completing
construction, three wind farms in the west of the Shire planning to start construction
later this year and four new projects seeking approval. 317 turbines are already
erected. lf all these wind farms are constructed the Shire will host approximately
800 turbines, generating about three GW of electricity and covering over 12 percent
of Moyne Shire’s rural land area. These wind farms are creating two distinct and
significant geographical clusters in the north east and west of the Shire.
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Impacts on the Moyne
community

Council

Social – rental housing shortages, community
stress and anxiety.

Council resolved in November 2018 to oppose
any further wind farm development in Moyne
Shire until recommendations 8.2.1 - 8.2.7 in
the National Wind Farm Commissioners 2017
Annual Report were implemented in the
Victorian context. This resolution was restated
by Council on 25 August 2020.

Municipal Association of Victoria
The Municipal Association of Victoria passed
a motion (2021) to advocate to the Planning
Minister and Energy and Environment
Minister that a strategic approach be
taken by the state government to the
siting of renewable energy developments
and electricity transmission infrastructure
across Victoria having particular regard
to the cumulative social, economic and
environmental impacts these developments
have on local communities.
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Codrington
Wind Farm
14 turbines
81m high

(commenced 2001)

Economic – boom/bust cycles, minimal
local employment opportunities, impacts on
trades during construction.
Environmental – threats to native flora
and fauna, limits aerial agriculture and
emergency response.
Noise and Visual – turbines, high voltage
power lines, terminal stations.
Permit Compliance and Enforcement – local
Government resources already stretched.
Decommissioning – no consistent plans or
requirements.
Lack of Community Engagement – no
consistency with different operators,
community misunderstanding of permitting
processes.
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Recommendations
Strategic Land Use Planning in
Renewable Energy Zones
The approach should assess and map
constraints to development, such as housing,
town boundaries, threatened flora and fauna,
and use criteria to map suitable areas for
development. This should be coupled with
rigorous processes for cumulative social
and environmental impact assessment for
all future developments in the identified
locations. Existing strategic work does
not provide a quantum for development
in Moyne. This is required for community
confidence.

Government Funded Strategic
Economic and Social Development
in Host Communities
Strategic economic and social development
in host communities should be led by the
State Government in partnership with
Council and supported by industry. It should
include a package of strategic, long-term
community and regional development
projects. For example, upgrades to
telecommunication systems that benefit
rural communities, cheaper power for
residents and local businesses (leading to a
competitive advantage), energy efficiency
or roof top solar for community facilities,
including hospitals, childcare, halls, clubs.

Noise
The cumulative impacts of noise from clusters
of infrastructure should also be predicted and
mitigated, with ongoing monitoring to ensure
compliance with noise standards.

High Voltage Powerlines
Under grounding transmission lines resolves
many of the issues with high voltage
powerlines and should be implemented as a
matter of course where technically feasible,
with the extra cost to be passed onto all
consumers so that the burden of reducing
the localised impact is equally shared.

Resourcing Compliance and
Enforcement
A review of the compliance and enforcement
role carried out by Local Government should
be conducted to assess the increased burden
on Local Government.

Decommissioning Strategy
A strategy and accompanying systems
needs to be developed to outline the orderly
and sustainable decommissioning of
renewable energy facilities and transmission
infrastructure.

Lock-in Community Benefits and
Engagement Standards
Government should develop mechanisms
to lock in developer-proposed community
benefits schemes under the planning permit
or other suitable instrument. Government
should also develop mechanisms to ensure
a minimum standard of engagement occurs
before a permit application is lodged (e.g.
assess it as a part of the permit application
process) and during construction, operation
and decommissioning.
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